Greetings!

You will find the following two files in your L: drive space,: 
L:\EE233\Drop\<BlazerID>\Ex1\Source\mt.c 
L:\EE233\Drop\<BlazerID>\Ex1\Source\test.txt 
where 
<BlazerID> is YOUR BlazerID.

Your examination, should you choose to accept it, is to complete the program, compile it, test and debug it. (As usual, the secretary will disavow any knowledge of your actions.)

You should place your finished programs in the following, EXACT locations: 
L:\EE233\Drop\<BlazerID>\Ex1\mt.c 
L:\EE233\Drop\<BlazerID>\Ex1\mt.exe

But you should do all of your work under the Ex1 directory.

The program should compile as it stands now, but it will not do anything useful. There are several regions in the code where you are expected to add C code to make the program perform the indicated function. Search for the characters ‘@@@’ to locate these regions. There are instructions for you just before each of these regions. All of your additions and modifications should be made between the lines that look like this:

```
// @@@+  ------- BEGIN STUDENT CODE -------
// @@@-  ------- END STUDENT CODE -------
```

Do NOT modify ANY part of the C file outside of these regions.

You may:
• access to you H: drive and L: drive spaces
• use the help files for the compilers in the lab computers.
• refer to your class notes and books.

You may NOT:
• access the internet in any way.
• work with nor communicate with other students.
• use cell phones, instant messaging, nor network-based messaging
• use cameras in any way.

This is supposed to be your chance to show me what YOU know.

Please sign here, to indicate that you have read and understand these instructions.

Name: ____________________________________________________________